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The Police and Fire Commission (PFC) 

provides the scaffolding for civilian oversight

What is civilian oversight?

What is the Police and Fire Commission System?

How can Madison build on the PFC System to enhance 

transparency and accountability?



Civilian Oversight

Over 150 Cities have a civilian oversight board for law 

enforcement

Goals: 

 Prevent costly lawsuits 

 Promote trust between police and community members

 Increase comfort for reporting crime



Four main types of civilian oversight

Investigative Review Appeal Audit



Police Oversight in Wisconsin

 In 1899, The State of Wisconsin established police and fire 

commissions for first and second class cities (§62.50 

§62.13)

 Police and fire commissions established to manage 

personnel issues (hiring, commendations, discipline and 

firing) and to insulate those decisions from political 

influence

 Police and fire commissions are comprised of 5 

commissioners for 5 years and are appointed by the 

Mayor



What is the difference between 

civilian oversight and a WI pfc?

Portland 

Independent 

Police Review

Madison Police 

and Fire 

Commission 

(PFC)

Milwaukee Fire 

and Police 

Commission 

(FPC)

Does it conduct an 

investigation?

Yes No No

Does it hold a 

hearing to 

determine a result?

Yes Yes Yes

Does it have 

subpoena power?

Yes Yes Yes

Does it have the 

authority to review 

the internal affairs 

investigation?

Yes No No



What is the difference between 

civilian oversight and a WI pfc?

Portland 

Independent 

Police Review

Madison Police 

and Fire 

Commission 

(PFC)

Milwaukee Fire 

and Police 

Commission 

(FPC)

Does it have the authority 

to implement discipline?

No Yes Yes

Does it conduct policy 

review and develop 

recommendations for the 

Chief and elected officials?

Yes No Yes

Does it issue annual reports 

or publish the results of 

hearings for the public?

Yes No Yes



Leveraging the Powers of the PFC

 The PFC has the authority to 

 Subpoena

Hold hearings

 Implement discipline including termination

While Madison has fewer PFC powers than Milwaukee’s 

FPC – it could leverage the existing PFC powers for 

oversight.



Audit of MPD complaint investigations

 MPD complaints are generally investigated by internal 

investigators (Professional Standards/Internal Affairs Unit)

 Deaths while in custody must be investigated by at least 

one investigator from outside the department, in practice 

usually the State Department of Criminal Investigation.

 MPD provides quarterly reports of sustained complaints.

 Other details of the complaint process are less accessible 

to the public.

 Many cities (Portland, LA and Tucson) employ auditors to 

provide reviews and reports of the investigation process 

and to provide recommendations on a regular basis.



External Investigations for Complaints of 

Misconduct

 External investigations may enhance public trust in the 

complaint investigation process

 2 year rotation through PSIA may raise concerns about 

conflict of interest

 Exoneration by external investigators may be more 

credible for public and therefore more valuable to the 

officer



Regular reports for transparency



Regular reports for transparency



Additional Staff Support or Training for PFC

 PFC staffed by outside counsel Herrick and Karsdorf on a 

contract basis

 Annual costs range from $10,000 to $29,000 per year

 Any increases in staff activities (reports, analysis, training) 

would require a larger budget

 Commissioners could be trained through the National 

Association of Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement 

(NACOLE), the City could even sponsor Commissioner’s 

participation in the Certified Practitioner of Oversight 

credential.



Early Warning Systems for Officers

 Police work is stressful and dangerous

 Law enforcement departments are instituting early 

warning systems to flag officers at risk for misconduct or 

other issues

 MPD is implementing the IA Pro Software (since early 

2016) which has capability to do early warning systems

 The early warning system must be thoughtfully developed 

to ensure that it works effectively to identify potential 

problems



City Attorney Memo January 2013: 

The independence of investigations could be enhanced by:

1. “Establishing some sort of body or person to conduct 

an independent investigation or review of the specific 

incident;

2. Establishing such a body on a permanent basis, looking 

at the range of other options used in other cities; or 

3. Asking the Police Chief to institute a policy listing the 

circumstances under which the Police Chief is 

instructed to use an outside investigator or review.”



Civilian Oversight Boards by City 
Source: NACOLE


